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Eating with the Enemy: Esther’s Story
During the Everest climbing season last May, just 1000
feet from the top of the world, 24-year-old Israeli law
student Nadav Ben-Yehuda noticed a 64-year-old Turkish
man, Aydin Irmak, lying in the snow with no gloves, no
oxygen, no shelter as other climbers streamed past him in
their quest for the summit.
Climbers know instantly 26,000 feet is the infamous
‘death zone’ where the lack of oxygen is insufficient to
sustain human life for any length of time. Exposure in that
zone quickly leads to acute mountain sickness,
hypothermia and, most often, death.
In the death zone of Everest, there is no time for inaction.
In an instant, Nadav relinquished his summit bid and put
all efforts into Aydin’s rescue. Nine hours later, Nadav
arrived at base camp having saved the life of Aydin.

unfolds and they are drinking wine, the reader and hearer
of the story can’t help but hear something other than the
clanging goblets of decadent feast. Here is a moment when
two ‘others’ are lingering for a moment over a glass of
wine and leaning in to understand each other.
As I read this story this week, I can’t help but wonder if, in
the courts of our Kings and Presidents and political
leaders, there might be contemporary Esther’s representing
alternative voices, various religions, unforeseen tribes and
marginalized cultures so that there might be a moment of
surprising understanding. Here, with access to the King,
Esther asks for the fate of her people to be considered so
that Haman’s plot will not come to pass. Her courage is
laudable. But that courage comes first through a
willingness to be present in the court of the perceived
enemy. She has gained his trust, his ear, his desire to act
on her behalf; only because she has allowed herself access
and openness to the enemy despite her circumstances...

What makes this story remarkable is that Turkey and
Israel have long been nations with relations icier than the
slopes of Everest. Nadav’s act not only saved a life, but
also bridged a distance between inimical countries. When
asked why he relinquished his dream of conquest and
instead stopped to help, Nadav answered, “Because we
had shared a meal together.”

Recently there has been one too many deaths at the hand of
a misunderstood enemy. Misunderstanding and hurt have
escalated and spiraled into violence and protests reaching
from Libya to Lebanon. This is the moment, from Tripoli
to Tunisia, when we pray for world leaders to sit down at
tables, break bread together and work toward renewed
understanding. But sometimes it takes the one from the
outside, Esther or Nadav, to call the attention of their
countries to alternatives that bear witness to peace and the
possibility for acts other than retaliation...

As the lectionary text (Esther 7:1-6, 9-10; 9:20-22) for this
week unfolds, Esther, Haman and King Ahasuerus are
sharing a meal together. Within hours of this wine being
poured, one of them will be dead and an ethnic group,
destined for death, will be spared. While I wish this story
ended without a single death, the text challenges us to
enter the courts of our own enemies, eat with them and
encounter the beginnings of understanding...

With that same spirit, we need to court new understanding
by reaching out to the one with whom our nations and
religions are at odds, pour a glass of wine and break a
piece of bread, and thereby turn sorrow into gladness,
mourning into a holiday. By sharing a meal, we might just
save a life.

As the meal unfolds, Haman, an Agagite, who is plotting
to kill all the Jews of Persia, joins Esther and Ahasuerus to
eat and drink. Could there be any more tension in the
room?
...Between the two of them, a mutual understanding aside
from the biases of nations, hatreds and ethnic identities
had been reached. Throughout Esther, many a cup of wine
is poured at any number of fanciful feasts. But here, as 7:2

~ an excerpt by
Lisa Hickman.
Read the article
in its entirety at
Huffington Post

Reflecting on the Word
____1st Reading: Esther 7:1-6, 9-10, 9:20-22
What is courage? How was courage required of Esther in
this story? Can you think of other stories in the Bible
when courage and faith were required of someone to
accomplish an important task for God? Esther 4:13-14 is
well-known as a theme of Esther’s story. How had God
orchestrated events to place Esther as queen of Persia?
What purpose did God have for Esther to accomplish?
What did Mordecai do to commemorate this important
event in the life of the Jewish people? What things were
done to celebrate? Why might they have chosen to
celebrate in these particular ways? Even though God’s
name is not mentioned in this book, God’s work is
evident in the events. Why do you think the writer might
have chosen not to mention God by name? What can we
learn from the story of Esther about the way God is
working in our world today? What is required of us to
continue to act as if God is working, even when that work
is not evident? Faith Element
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 124
Who do you know that is currently trusting in you for
something? Are you worthy of their trust? When have
you trusted someone or something only to be
disappointed? How trustworthy is God? Why? When
have you experienced someone "rising up against you" or
"having their wrath kindled against you"? What did you
do? How do you feel when you know that someone is out
to get you? If Jesus were to speak directly to you in those
times, what do you think He would say? Does it bring
any comfort to know that the Lord is on our side? Why or
why not? Can we know that He is on our side? Why or
why not? What does it mean that our hope is in the Lord?
What are some other things or people in which we
sometimes place our hope? What is one thing in your life
that you can hand over to God today? Small Group
Discussions

Praying Toward Sunday
God of the salt
God of the fire
God of anger
God of laughter
God of parables and riddles
God of story and proclamation
God of comfort
God of affliction
God of the salt
God of the fire
come now
be now
here now.
Amen.
~ Katherine Hawker, Liturgy Outside

Salt: to melt away the frozenness of God's People
To take what has been dulled
And add the flavour once more
Of tasting suffering in bread crumbs
As well as the heavenly banquet
Of tasting creation in a bite of apple
And the pain of it all
Of tasting the whole story of faith
In a glass of water
Bringing out the life
The fullness, the richness of what lies hidden
And letting the potential
Change us, enthuse us, delight us
Salt: melting away what has been frozen
And setting free the fullness
That energizes our expectations
Once more
~ Roddy Hamilton, Mucky Paws

____3rd Reading: James 5:13-20
James says that we should pray whether we are in trouble,
happy, or sick. Do you find that you pray more when you
are happy and thankful or when you are in need? Why do
you think that is? What is the point of saying that Elijah
was a man (person) just like us? Why did James describe
Elijah in this way? Why do you think James tells us to
confess our sins to each other and pray for each other in a
discussion about healing? Why would confession of sins
be seen as part of the healing process? Have you ever had
a relationship (with a person or with a small group) that
involved confession of sins? If so, what was that like?
What are some of the barriers that keep us from having that
kind of a relationship? James’ instructions about prayer
come right after a passage about how we must be patient in
times of suffering. Do you see any connection between the
two? Why discuss prayer and patience at the same time?
Harvester Christian Church

____4th Reading: Mark 9:38-50
What issue concerned the disciples? What did they try to
do about it? As believers today, what issues do we tend to
be divided about? How do you think God views the
various denominations the Christian church has divided
into? What principles was Jesus trying to teach the
disciples? Specifically, consider verse 9:41: who was to be
helped, what help was to be given, and what was the
reward? How does this apply to you today? What does the
Bible say about causing others to stumble? How do you
think a Christian can cause others to sin? In what ways is
causing another person to sin worse than sinning yourself?
Why did Jesus use an extreme example in this context?
What’s the meaning of Verse 9:49? What does the “salt”
represent? Swap Meet Dave

